1. Subgroups of free groups. Consider the free group X of rank n ( 5 cc) on a set of generators (x,), a subgroup T V of index u ( 5 x), and its right cosets 1Vg (mith TV1 = TT7). In each coset select a representative element 1 TITg1, mith 1 TTr1 . I = 1.
Denote by TV* the free group of rank nu on a set of generators ( x ,~) ; the generator x,g corresponds to the generator z, and the coset Ttrg . Since Ttr* is a free group, a homomorpism T of TV* into TV is determined by defining (1.1) xi8 = / TVg I .x,. / IVgx, I -' .
To each coset Wg there is a mapping, which will be denoted by the same symbol Ttrg , of X into Ttr* defined as follows:'
I t is easily verified, from this definition, that
From t,hese formulae and the definition of T, it follo~vs, by induction on I , that2
By (1.3), the restriction u to TT7 of the mapping TV1 is a homomorphism, and, by (1.4), the endomorphism TU of T Y is the identity. Hence u is an isomorphism of TV onto a subgroup TV" of W*, and T is a homomorphism of TT7* onto TV, such that T I W a= up'. iiccordiilgly TV will be identified with W " ;the isomorphism u thereby becomes the injection of TV into TV*. Since (x:g) generates TV, the identification is coilsummated by setting x: g equal to 2;; , i.e. by the formula" Thus S n TV* = TT7, and 7 is a retraction of TI7* upon TV. The mapping 8, defined by as = a . a-', is a retraction of TT7* upoil the kernel of T (since 8' = 8).
Since (ab)' = absa-'.a0, and (a-I)' = a-'a-Oa, it follows that For the definition of the kth initial section u ( k ) see formula (2.7) of FDCI. I t is often convenient to write just ug instead of uwa. To avoid possible confusion, I remark that, in this paper, the Greek letters a , 8 , y are reserved for the designation of a variable coset of W . Of course the index 1, when applied as a sul-)script to a coset representative, refers to the coset mapping It i igenerator x,a of TV* will be called a trivial generator if x;a = I, i.e. if
Thus the occurreilce of a trivial generator x ,~ corresponds to an occurrence of a coset representative u of length, say, 1 whose ( I -l)st initial segment u is also a coset representative. (Here u E TtrP if LI = ZLX, , and u E TTTP if 6) = uxyl.) Thus there can be a t most u -1 trivial generators, and this maximum number obtains if and only if 2 is a Schreier system. The subgroup of IT7* generated by the trivial generators x ,~ will be denoted by T, and the subgroup generated by the non-trivial generators x3a will be denoted by S . Thus Itr* = S * T and T is contained in the kernel of T.
( According to (2.1), the kernel of 47 is the consequence 1x1 TV* of (r,,) and 7'.
Hence the kernel of 4 is the consequence in TV of (r:,). The homomorphism 4 of IV upon F and the identity automorphism of T together determine a homomorphism 4* of IV* = T V * T upon F* = F * T, and the kerrlcl of +* is then the consequence in TV* of (r:,). But, by (1.4) and (1.5),
and hence the kernel of 4* is the consequence in TB* of (ri,). Thus
The presentation (2.2) has the notable feature that it does not depend on the choice of a system of coset representatives. In other ~o r d s , without selecting any coset representatives a t all, one can write down a presentation of the free product F* of the given subgroup F and a free group T of rank v -1. The reason for doing this is that, for some purposes, knowledge of F * T is just as good as knowledge of F. An application is given in the next section.
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RALPH 13. FOX I t is well-known [32, Ch. 111 that a subgroup F of G determines a representation p = pF of G upon n transitive group of permutations of the symbols This representation p, which is said to belong to F, is defined as follows:
where FB(g) = Fog. The coset Fg consists of those elements g of G for which 1 (g) = p; in particular g e F if and only if 1 (g) = 1. The correspondence between subgroups F of G and transitive representations p of G into the symmetric group of permutations of the symbols 1,2, . . . , u is one to one, provided that the symbol 1 is the index of the identity coset F in every case. I t is convenient for some purposes to specify the subgroup F only indirectly by means of the representation p that belongs to it.
I t may be noted that p"s the representation of X that belongs to It7, since F8 = IVt, and that P(u) = B(g) if and only if g and ZL' lie in the same coset of F.
The representation p is useful in ~r i t i n g down the presentation (2.2), because (1.2) can be written' thus making it possible to m i t e down the u relations T,, = 1 (a = 1, 2 , . . . ,u) in one operation, as will be illustrated below ( 8 5 ) .
Jacobians of subgroups. Let
= 0 otherwise, for every u e X . (Note that 6,~(1) is the ordinary Kronecker delta 6 ,.) For ally group r , denote by %K!(I' ) the ring of u X v matrices over the group ring J r . The formulae uW= .zLlm // for ZL e X, 11 8a8(z~) X and a base point of X lying over the base point of 2 0 ; conversely, given X and p, the subgroup F is uniquely determined. The fundanlental group of X is isomorphic to F. Accordingly, the results of $52, 3 may be interpreted as algorithms for calculating the fundamental group of an unbranched covering space and its Jacobians, etc. In particular (3.5) and (3.6) describe the lsthomology group of an unbranched covering space. These results will now be extended to branched covering spaces.
Let Z be a barycentrically subdivided, connected, locally finite complex and . . . U~, ) Z ' -~' , so that the corresponding branch relation is z~plup2 . . . up, = 1. Thus (4.1) If Z is a connected, barycentrically subdivided, combinatorial q-dimensional manifold and 6: is a combinatorial (q -2)-dimensional manifold, polyhedral and locally $at in the interior of Z, and if 3 is a jnitely branched covering of Z whose singular set is a subcomplex of 6: and F is the subgrozcp of G = T~( Z -2 ) to which the associated ~clzbranched covering of Z -2 belongs, then a presentation of TI(%) is The kernel of T*+* is the consequence in TV* of ?'he irregular 3-sheeted covering 3 of this knot is therefore simply connected. The same holds for the knots , 74, 7 ; , etc. Of course these covering spaces are probably 3-spheres; in the case of the covering of 3, , I am almost certain that Y is a 3-sphere. Assuming that it is, it is interesting to exanline the situation of the branch curves in Y, and this affords an illustration of the use of the algorithms developed in the preceding sections. 41.5 Since c = 2 thc knot 31 is covered by a link of multiplicity 2 in the presumed h p h e r e 2;the index of branching of these two curves is 1 and 2. According to 52 the fundamental group of the u~lbranched covering x of z -d: is which is the group of the link made up of two circles with linking number 2. It would therefore appear that the overhand knot is covered by two circles, of branching index 1 and 2, respectively, which are doubly linked. (Cf. [35] .) In the same way it would appear that the knot 61 is covered by a circle (with branching index 2) and an overhand knot (with branching index 1) doubly linked. The invariants of the matrix F ( T ) have been investigated by knot-theoretical methods [36, 18, 371 . On the other hand the determinant and the nullity of F ( T ) can be calculated by elementary algebra [38, 39, 40, 161 . To do this the integral group ring JH of H is replaced by its group ring CH over the field C of complex numbers; although the elementary ideals of a matrix are, generally speaking, destroyed by equivalence over C H , its determinant and nullity are obviously preserved.
I t is well known that one can find n X ~z matrices P , Q over the field R of rational numhers, such that P.F(t) . Q is a diagonal matrix 
